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NHS in NI murder 721 babies since April 2020
This is a sad and appalling report which reveals the two-facedness of some in the NHS here in Ulster.
It is reported today in the ‘Belfast Newsletter’ that: “There have been eight additional Covid-19 related
deaths recorded in Northern Ireland in the last 24 hours the Department of Health (DoH) has confirmed
. . . . . An additional 493 individuals tested positive for the virus in the last 24 hours. . . . A total of 4,949
individuals have tested positive in the last seven days - this takes the grand total of infections since the
beginning of the pandemic to 39,609.”
There is a very intense struggle by medics to contain the pandemic. How tragically sad that another department of the NHS is engaged in something very different from those battling Coronavirus! They have
been responsible for the deliberate death of almost the same number of deaths from the virus here in
Ulster, and that only since since April past! The official number of Coronavirus deaths since the beginning of the pandemic, around the beginning of March past, published today (2.11.20) is 724 while the
number of abortions since the beginning of April past, according to figures obtained by TUV leader, Mr
Jim Allister, are 719.
During this pandemic, it has been frequently reported that vital cancer treatments have had to be cancelled as have surgical operations and other vital medical procedures - but nothing is allowed to hinder
the slaughter of the unborn. See here.
It must go on uninterrupted!!
This is a wickedly scandalous matter and must be a great and terrible offence in the eyes of the Lord.
This helps the Christian understand just why the Province, along with many other nations which engage
in the same hypocritical wickedness, is suffering under a pestilence sent of God.

Jim Allister: There is a ‘shameful’ lack of abortion publicity with terminations
nearly equal to Covid-19 deaths
Jim Allister has highlighted data showing 719 recorded abortions took place since April – a figure that is
fairly close to the Department of Health’s running tally of coronavirus fatalities.
By Adam Kula, ‘Belfast Newsletter’ - Monday, 2nd November 2020, 6:29 pm
Mr Allister obtained the abortion figure thanks to an Assembly question to health minister Robin Swann.
The TUV understands that it covers all abortions performed by the NHS in the Province from the point when the law was relaxed on March 31, up until October 14.
The number of coronavirus-linked deaths recorded by the Department if Health today stands at 724.
Mr Allister said: “We’re all rightly concerned about the suffering and death caused by
the pandemic in NI and across our nation, with every death a tragic loss for families.
Jim Allister

“There is, however, another deadly threat to the lives of the youngest, most innocent
and venerable which shamefully is not receiving anything like the same attention.”

These 719 abortions represent “lives snuffed out deliberately” he said, adding: “What a contrast – medical
professionals strive desperately to save lives, while others abort lives!”
The 719 abortions over a period of six-and-a-half months may appear comparatively high at first glance.
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For example, government figures show that during the whole of 2018, 1,053 NI women travelled to England
or Wales for abortions. However, it is likely that this 1,053 number does not reflect the true amount of terminations. For instance, it does not cover any abortions carried out in Scotland. And importantly, none of the
figures here include home abortions carried out using self-obtained pills – which do not get registered at all.
To complicate matters further, there is no solid figure for NI Covid deaths either. The Department of Health’s
724 figure is eclipsed by the NI Statistics and Research Agency figure of 972 up to October 23.
Mr Allister also lamented the fact he had submitted a range of other questions about abortion, which remain
unanswered – weeks after they were meant to be.
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